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ability may lead to inadequate preparations for a flight or
even the use ofthe aircraft as an instrument for self-destruction.

Recently the psychiatric aspects of suicide by pilots using
their own aircraft have been explored by R. B. Yanowitch and
colleagues.' Many doctors may find it difficult to accept their
complete thesis, and indeed they support their conclusions
with only one case history. But essentially they have tried to
describe the "unsafe" individual. They consider that at
present there is no certain means of identification but conclude
that a history of aggressiveness, impulsiveness, and intolerance
in an individual easily frustrated and often unable to make
adequate decisions may suggest accident proneness. With this
view there would be general agreement.
The question arises whether aviation medical examiners

should be required to explore in some depth the psychological
aspects of private pilots. The information obtained would
prove useful in the long run, but it may be difficult at present
to use it effectively.

I Yanowitch, R. B., Bergin, J. M., and Yanowitch, E. A., Aerospace Medicine,
1973. 44, 675.

Susceptibility to Carcinogens
in Man
The development of cancer after exposure to certain indus-
trial chemicals and a few drugs is established beyond doubt.
There is therefore an increasing effort to develop adequate and
economical screening systems to predict whether a substance
is a potential carcinogen.

Several countries have legislation enforcing the testing of
new drugs, but the control of potential new industrial hazards
is a task of such enormous magnitude and with such crippling
financial implications that politicians are fearful of advocating
any realistic controls. In the face of all the evidence incrimi-
nating cigarette smoking as a cause of lung cancer, cigarette
sales continue to flourish and governments continue to rely
heavily on revenue from tobacco.
An argument much beloved by the tobacco manufacturers

and a continuing source of false security to heavy smokers is
the undoubted truth that not all who are exposed to an
apparently similar carcinogenic hazard will develop cancer. It
now seems that the riddle of susceptibility to one group of
carcinogens at least may be amenable to study in man, and this
might be the basis of a step forward in cancer prevention.
Benzo (a) pyrene and other polycyclic hydrocarbons present

in tobacco smoke and polluted city air are metabolized by
microsomal enzymes. These normally detoxify ingested
foreign compounds to produce not only harmless derivatives
but also highly reactive intermediates. It is generally believed
that these chemically reactive intermediates-epoxides
react with DNA to cause cell death or more rarely to induce
mutation or neoplastic transformation.' Aryl hydrocarbon
hydroxylase (AHH) is a fairly ubiquitous enzyme in mam-
malian tissues and is responsible for activating this reaction.2
Animal studies have shown that AHH can be induced by
polycycic hydrocarbons, steroids, insecticides, and other
agents and, moreover, that this induction is under genetic
control. In a series of mouse strains basal levels of the enzyme
were found to differ little but their inducibility varied greatly.
A direct correlation has been established between sensitivity
to tumour induction by 3-methylcholanthene and AHH in-
ducibility in the liver.3

AHH has been detected in many human tissues including
leucocytes, and study of these has established that Caucasians
fall into three groups with respect to inducibility, low, inter-
mediate, and high. These groups are the phenotypic expres-
sion of two alleles of a single gene locus, and their percentages
in the population are 53, 37, and 10 respectively.4 G. Keller-
man5 and his colleagues have recently published a study of
AHH inducibility by benzopyrene in leucocyte cultures
derived from patients with bronchial carcinoma, other forms
of cancer, and healthy controls. As expected, 45 % of controls
had leucocytes with low inducibility as did 440% of patients
with cancers other than of the lung. However, of 50 patients
with lung cancer, all ofwhom were also smokers, only 4% fell
into this category, 96% exhibiting intermediate or high values
for inducibility.

Unfortunately this study is open to the criticism that it
lacks adequate smoking histories of the healthy and cancer
controls and the groups were not matched for age and sex. It
remains to be shown that AHH inducibility in the leucocyte
reflects that in the lung, and more information must be
obtained on the role of the other detoxification enzymes in-
volved in benzopyrene metabolism, at least some of which are
inducible and genetically controlled. But these observations
nevertheless merit serious attention in that they support a
general hypothesis that bronchial carcinoma has a higher
probability of arising in smokers with high AHH inducibility.
The authors consider that inducibility in the leucocyte

reflects that in other tissues, and the question arises whether
tumours at other sites might be associated with high AHH
inducibility. Bladder cancer, which theoretically might look a
good candidate in practice, in their preliminary results appears
not to be so.

This trail, beginning with the basic discoveries ofcarcinogen
activation in the 1950s6 and leading to enzyme genetic studies
in man today, looks promising. If these early results can be
substantiated, it would seem that a practical screening system
may be available to provide new information on the aetiology
of several of the diseases associated with cigarette smoking,
whether cancer, cardiorespiratory disease, or its effects on the
fetus. What seems most exciting is that there may be a way of
identifying a high-risk group within the general population.
But what practical application it might have to the prevention
of disease in view of the attitude of the public at large is hard
to say.
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The Troublesome Ganglion
Patients seek advice from their doctors about ganglia
because ofswelling, impairment offunction, and pain. 0. Hvid-4
Hansen' thinks that the disfigurement of the swelling causes
more women than men to seek advice and thus explains the
greater incidence in women. Phillip Matthews2 points out that
this cannot be the case for those ganglia arising from the flexor
tendon sheaths in the fingers, for these are rarely visible and
yet in his series the female predominance of about 2:1 was
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